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My understanding of spirituality is that it is an experience, a process – always 
dynamic and moving in an ever deepening spiral.

All spiritualties develop their content within a certain context and the process of 
development is usually initiated by some form of attraction to which a person pays 
attention, seeks to know more by enquiring further into the source of the attraction 
and then brings that knowledge into conversation with her current values and belief 
system. This experience then begins to shape her action and she returns to the 
source of the attraction to deepen and nurture the lifestyle that emerges from this 
engagement of her spirit.

An ecological spirituality finds its context in a belief that Earth, this fragile blue 
planet with its miraculous life giving systems is the source of our life. This belief 

allures one into a heartfelt attentiveness to the rhythms of these systems, a 
celebration of the diversity of Earth’s self expression and the adoption of a strong 
course of action to ensure the vitality of these systems into the future.

Whilst I hesitate to speak with any authority about Indigeous peoples’ world views 
and spiritualties, we do know that they articulate their identity and purpose in the 
context of the world view /origin stories that tell  them they came into being through 
the movement of the spirit of the land. They experience themselves as integral 
members of the living systems of that land. They are drawn to the stories and voices 
of the land, of country, and they pay attention to them, enquiring more deeply into 
them, re-enacting them to retain their vitality and shaping their relationships and 
law around those stories.

We began this morning’s gathering with an acknowledgement of the Wurundjeri 
people and we reflected that: 

This final sentence is very significant because it carries a truth that we rarely 
consider. We are of the same species as indigenous people, genetically we have the 
memory of belonging to country and of caring for country as country cares for us.
We have built into our being the capacity to slough off the many cultural overlays 
that dis-locate us from place and to once more enter into mutually enhancing 
relationships with the sources of our life.

How might we understand Ecospirituality?
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The Spirit of the indigenous people women and men throughout this land, the 
first people, has never died. It lies in the rocks and the forest, the rivers and 
the mountains. It murmurs in the creeks and whispers in the trees. The hearts 
of these women and men were formed of the ear that we now walk, and their 
voices can never be silenced. We are all from the first people. 
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You will be able to recall myriad times when you have been in the more than human 
world and experienced a sense of belonging, a sense of interrelatedness and at times 
a mysterious unity. 

In our Western cultures it has been the mystics and poets from classical traditions 
who have intuited deep connections with all being. The spirituality expressed in their 
writings bears witness to an experience of unity and mystery at the heart of their
being, despite the lack of a cultural story that spoke of belonging to this Earth. In the 
midst of a context, a cosmology, that spoke of humans having a true home beyond 

the regions of this planet we find them expressing a spirituality that is deeply rooted 
in Earthly wisdom.

A few brief examples will help us reflect on this intuition:

Hildegard 11th C

Mechtilde of Magdeberg 12th C

Elizabeth Barret Browning 19th C
Earth is crammed with heaven,
and every common bush is on fire with God;
but only he who sees takes off his shoes;
the rest sit around it and pluck blackberries.”

Judith Wright   1915 – 2000   Five Senses
Now my five senses
gather together into a meaning
all acts, all presences;
and as a lily gathers
the elements together,
in me this dark and shining,
that stillness and that moving,
these shapes that spring from nothing,
become a rhythm that dances,
a pure design.

While I'm in my five senses
they send me spinning
all sounds and silences,
all shape and colour

Prayer is nothing 
but the inhaling and exhaling 
of the one breath of the universe.

The day of my spiritual awakening was when I saw, and knew I saw, all things 
in God and God in all things.
A truly wise person kneels at the feet of all creatures  
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as thread for that weaver,
whose web within me growing
follows beyond my knowing
some pattern sprung from nothing--
a rhythm that dances
and is not mine

Each of these shamanic voices holds for us the potential for a spirituality that will 
nourish and support our efforts at living within the rhythms of our earthly home. As 
Jay Daniel claims: “Sustainability without sustenance is unsustainable’.

In our times in this 21st century, contemporary science offers a powerful narrative to 
form the context of an ecospirituality. This story is a transnational and metareligious 
story that embraces the truths of all earlier creation stories and world views whilst 
transforming them into the new context.

In this larger context a person who is developing an Earth centred spirituality 
understands and adopts a position of awe and wonder in the realization of the 13.7 
billion year story that has birthed Earth through the initial stage of emergence, the 

formation of galaxies and stars, the death and rebirth of stars and the formation of 
our solar system, then the geological formation of Earth and the emergence of life 
on this planet and its ongoing florescence through several extinction phases.

But let’s not fool ourselves that we can move easily into this amazing new cosmology 
that is a gift to our generation.

I remember very clearly when I was a teenager growing up in Footscray, the eldest of 
six children. I loved the time of the night when everyone else in the house was in bed 
and I could go outside and sit on our swing. From this vantage point I could look up 
at the Milky Way and wonder at the stars and be secure in the knowledge that God 
was in ‘his’ heaven beyond those stars. I knew that provided I lived a good life here 
on Earth I would eventually go there to be with ‘him’ forever in my true home.

Now I had good teachers and I knew I lived on a round planet in the midst of the 
solar system but that reality did not penetrate the culturally entrenched story that 
had come to us from earlier times. It is only in more recent decades that I moved 
through the chaos of letting go of the flat Earth cosmology in which my spirituality 
was contextualized and began to embrace the story revealed through modern 

science as the context in which I now find myself well and truly an Earthling. Now in 
my planetary identity I know that I am living in a sacred space and that the Divine 
permeates all being whilst continuing to unfold further revelations throughout the 
expanding universe that Love holds in being.
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When we attend to the attraction of this awareness, give it our attention, enquire 
further into it and bring it into conversation with our earlier belief systems and 
values, our sense of identity is radically changed and this has its impact then on our 
actions and lifestyle.

In the dvd , Brian Swimme reflects on this experience:

.

So what might be some practices that emerge from intentionally developing an 
ecological spirituality? They will of course differ significantly from spiritual practices 
that emerged from a spirituality rooted in the context of an earlier understanding of 
a one time creation, in a fixed universe, with a God beyond in the place where 
humans truly belonged.

Many of these practices I’m sure would already be part of your lives and they could 
include:

nurturing a sense of place – of belonging. As one writer says: “we can’t 
belong to a place without being long in that place”.
attentiveness to daily/seasonal rhythms and celebration of transitional times
practising a spirituality of limits – we cannot have infinite growth on a finite 
planet. This could include eating seasonally and low down on the food chain, 
paying attention to food miles, promoting localisation and withdrawing our 
participation in the global economy
developing an economics of sufficiency rather than scarcity and a gratitude in 
the blessings of abundance
honouring the rights of all living beings – the right to be, the right to habitat 
and the right to reproduce
protecting the rights of ecosystems – rivers have river rights, trees have tree 
rights

These practices differ from many earlier ones that were designed to develop 
‘holiness’ and detachment from ‘worldly’ involvement, but they certainly require no 
less asceticism and result in a healthy and holistic community of inclusion.

The Awakening Universe

As we move into this new understanding we have a new identity of ourselves
as cosmological beings. . . . Not any small category, we are the Universe in the 
form of a human and it’s true of everyone. This amazing new understanding 
of ourselves is so profoundly inclusive – everyone is part of this – everything is 
part of this and we discover as well a profound kinship.

No matter what being we are talking about on the planet we are related in 
terms of energy, we are related in terms of genetics, we are all in one way or 
another a form of kin –it’s overwhelming.

It’s just now coming into human awareness it is going to take a lot of 
reflection to embody the full implications – it is a massive change in human 
consciousness

•

•
•

•

•

•
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In conclusion let us listen to some wisdom from the introduction to the Praise and 
Thanksgiving section of Earth Prayersi

At the heart of Earth Prayer is a sense of belonging.  Belonging is the basic 
truth of our existence. We belong here. Life belongs here. Likewise, at the 
heart of gratefulness, in its deepest sense, we also find an expression of 
belonging. . .  In a healthy society that is exactly what we seek: mutual 
obligations.  Everyone is obliged to everyone and everything else; we all 
belong together, we are  each other. In this awareness we are freed from 
self-preoccupation – and only then, emptied of self, can we be filled with 
thanks . . .

Within this human impulse to gratitude flow the vast cycles of universal 
reciprocity – for everything that is taken, something has to be given in return.  
If you merely take in a breath and stop there, you will die.  Likewise if you 
merely breathe out.  Life is not giving taking, but give take.  This is the 

dynamic expression of universal belonging expressed in our thanksgiving.

May we be as attentive as Rilke who asks: 

                                                            
i Earth Prayers: from around the world,  eds Elizabeth Roberts and Elias Amidon, Harper San Francisco, 
1991 pp211 – 212
ii ibid

of

or and 

Earth isn’t this what you want: invisibly to 
arise in us?ii
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